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Coercivity mechanism of the precipitation-hardened Sm共Co, Fe, Cu, Zr兲z high-temperature magnets
was found to vary with temperature by measurements of reversible magnetization. The
magnetization reversal is mainly controlled by domain-wall pinning when temperature is lower than
800 K, while is mainly dominated by nucleation at higher temperature. It is interesting to find that
the anomalous temperature dependence of coercivity Hc共T兲 near Curie temperature of the 1:5 phase
is caused by the fast drop of intergranular exchange coupling. This mechanism can also explain the
coercivity behavior that the anomalous Hc共T兲 tends to disappear with increasing z value. © 2006
American Institute of Physics. 关DOI: 10.1063/1.2167795兴
Recently, the SmCo-based permanent magnets have attracted considerable attention due to the need for developing
magnets for high-temperature applications. Moreover, the
anomalous temperature dependence of the coercivity Hc共T兲,
i.e., a positive temperature coefficient in a certain temperature range, is found in the precipitation-hardened
Sm共Co, Cu, Fe, Zr兲z magnets.1–7 The high coercivity in these
magnets originates from a complex microstructure consisting
of a superposition of cellular and a lamellar structure.8–10
Although much effort has been paid to understand the
anomalous coercivity, up until now the mechanism of the
anomalous Hc共T兲 in Sm共Co, Cu, Fe, Zr兲z magnets is still the
subject of debate. The major proposal is domain-wall pinning mechanism which suggests that Hc should be proportional to the difference of the domain-wall energy density
between the 2:17 and 1:5 phases.2–4,11 Another point is that
the anomalous Hc共T兲 is caused by a temperature-induced
transition from a repulsive to an attractive pinning of domain
wall and then to the nucleation of reversed domain at the
temperature higher than Curie temperature of 1:5 phase
共TC1:5兲.1,12 Due to the difficulty in explaining the dependence
of coercivity on the Cu content, Gabay et al.5,6 suggested that
Hc共T兲 is exclusively controlled by the nucleation of reversed
domain. However, there still are some unclear coercivity behavior in these precipitation-hardened Sm共Co, Cu, Fe, Zr兲z
magnets using the above models. For example, the tendency
for the anomalous Hc共T兲 decreases with increasing z value.
In this work, measurements of reversible and irreversible
magnetization have been used to examine the coercivity
mechanism of the Sm共Co, Cu, Fe, Zr兲z magnets magnets at
different temperature. It is interesting to find that the coercivity mechanism varies with temperature. Being different
from point of views of domain-wall pinning and nucleation
a兲
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mechanisms, we found that the anomalous Hc共T兲 is caused
by the fast drop of exchange coupling interaction near the
temperature of T1:5
c .
Ingots
with
nominal
composition
Sm共CobalCu0.1Fe0.1Zr0.03兲z with z = 6.5, 7.0, and 7.5 were prepared by arc-melting technique. The ribbons were obtained
using the melt-spinning technique with the surface speeds of
the Cu wheel about 15 m / s. Subsequently, the samples were
isothermally annealed at 1123 K for 3 h, followed by a slow
cooling 共rate of 1 K / min兲 to 673 K and then quenched to
room temperature 共RT兲. Crystalline structure was determined
by x-ray diffraction 共XRD兲 with Cu K␣ radiation. XRD
analysis shows that all the ribbons are isotropic. A single
TbCu7-type phase is obtained in the as-spun ribbons and is
further segregated into 1:5 and 2:17 phases after precipitation hardening. The magnetic measurements were performed
in a superconducting quantum interference device magnetometer and a Lakeshore vibrating sample magnetometer with
maximum applied field of 5 and 2.4 T, respectively. The Cu2:17
rie temperatures of 1:5 and 2:17 phases 共T1:5
c and Tc 兲 are
obtained from the measured thermomagnetic curves. The determined T1:5
c of the samples with z = 6.5– 7.5 are 940, 900,
is fixed at 1120 K for different
and 870 K, respectively. T2:17
c
z value.
Figure 1 shows the Hc共T兲 curves of the
Sm共Co, Cu, Fe, Zr兲z magnets. It shows an maximum at temperature Tmax = 800 K for the sample with z = 6.5. This
anomaly of coercivity disappears in the samples with z = 7.0
and 7.5. It is interesting to note that although the shape of
Hc共T兲 curve varies with the increase of z value, the coercivity almost converges at the same values above 800 K. According to either pinning or nucleation mechanism,5,11 Tmax
should be equal to T1:5
c . To study the relation between them,
T1:5
c of the sample with z = 6.5 is indicated by arrows in Fig.
1. As can be seen clearly that Tmax is far lower than T1:5
c .
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FIG. 1. Hc共T兲 curves of the precipitation-hardened Sm共Co, Fe, Cu, Zr兲z
magnets.

Earlier studies showed that the Cu content in the center of
cell boundary is far higher than that of the 1 : 5 / 2 : 17 interface in the precipitation-hardened magnets.3 This should lead
to the wide distribution of T1:5
c because it depends sensitively
on the Cu content.13 Thus, Tmax may be strongly related to
T1:5
c of the center of the cell boundary, which is smaller than
determined by the thermomagnetic analysis. This
the T1:5
c
cause the large difference between Tmax and T1:5
c .
It was proposed by Crew et al.14,15 that the measurements of reversible magnetization Jrev and its dependence on
irreversible magnetization Jirr could be used to distinguish
the magnetization reversal of domain-wall pinning and
nucleation of reversed domain. Figure 2 shows the reduced
reversible magnetization mrev 共=Jrev / Jr兲 versus reduced irre共=Jirr / Jr兲
of
the
versible
magnetization
mirr
Sm共Co, Fe, Cu, Zr兲6.5 magnet at different temperatures. The
curves display a behavior characteristic of domain wall pinning at temperature below 800 K. At low field, mrev, which is
proportional to the amount of domain-wall bowing, increases
due to the fast increases of the domain walls nucleate and the
domain-wall area. After a certain stage in reversal, the total
area of domain walls reaches a maximum and mrev decreases
as reversal proceeds further. Thus, the mrev versus mirr curves
exhibit a minimum and are very similar to the results of
Crew et al.14 The pinning coercivity mechanism at RT is also
proven by the angular dependence of coercivity of other recent works.16,17 It is interesting to note that the value of the
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FIG. 3. The demagnetization curves of the Sm共Co, Fe, Cu, Zr兲6.5 magnet at
different temperatures.

minimum mrev decreases with the increase in temperature.
This means that the pinning field in the Sm共Co, Cu, Fe, Zr兲z
magnets weakens with elevating temperature. By further increasing the temperature above 800 K, mrev decreases linearly with increasing mirr. This suggests that the reversal
mechanism at high temperature is primarily associated with
nucleation, and domain walls play a small part in the reversible magnetization component. The transition of coercivity
mechanism from domain-wall pinning to reversed-domain
nucleation supports the the angular coercivity analysis reported in Ref. 16.
Although the anomalous Hc共T兲 can be explained by the
gradual change of the magnetization reversal mechanism
from pinning to nucleation, the reason why the anomalous
Hc共T兲 disappears by increasing the z value is still unclear.
Figure 3 shows the demagnetization curves of the
Sm共Co, Fe, Cu, Zr兲6.5 sample at different temperatures. The
demagnetization curves show a good single-phase magnetic
behavior at T ⬍ 800 K. However, an two-step demagnetization behavior appears on the demagnetization curves at
T 艌 800 K. Since the exchange constant of 1:5 phase drops
quickly as the temperature approaches T1:5
c , the intergranular
exchange coupling 共IGEC兲 between the 1:5 and 2:17 phases
decreases quickly, as well. This is proven by the ␦m共H兲
plots of the Sm共Co, Fe, Cu, Zr兲6.5 sample at different temperatures as given in Fig. 4. It can be seen that the maximum
positive ␦m values decrease with increasing temperatures,
which means the fast drop of IGEC in the magnets.18
When temperature is above 900 K, IGEC is very low. As
a result, the 1:5 phase can not be exchange hardened
completely by the 2:17 cellular phase at high temperature.
This is the reason for the appearance of turning point on the
demagnetization curves.
Since Sm共Co, Fe, Cu, Zr兲z magnets have a special cellular microstructure, i.e., the 2:17 cells are surrounded by the
1:5 cell boundary, the coercivity of the Sm共Co, Fe, Cu, Zr兲z
magnets can be described by the theory of single-phase permanent magnets if the 1:5 cell boundary phase is considered
as the defects of the 2:17 matrix phase. That is to say, the
coercivity of Sm共Co, Fe, Cu, Zr兲z magnets can also be described by a phenomenological expression19,20

FIG. 2. mrev vs mirr of the Sm共Co, Fe, Cu, Zr兲6.5 magnets at different
temperatures.
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FIG. 4. ␦m共H兲 of the Sm共Co, Fe, Cu, Zr兲6.5 magnet at different
temperatures.

0Hc = ␣ex␣k0Ha − NeffJs ,

共1兲

where ␣k is the real-structure-dependent Kronmuller parameter and Neff is a magnetostatic interaction parameter. ␣ex
describes the deleterious effect of exchange coupling between neighboring grains on the coercivity. In general, ␣ex is
equal to 1.0 for the exchange decoupled magnets, while it
decreases with the increase in IGEC. For Sm共Co, Fe, Cu, Zr兲z
magnets, ␣k depends only weakly on temperature since the
cellular microstructure of the precipitation-hardened magnets
does not change with temperature. On the contrary, ␣ex is
very low at RT due to the strong IGEC as proven in Fig. 4
and is approximately equal to 1.0 above T1:5
c since the 2:17
cells are completely isolated by the 1:5 boundaries. Combined with the monotonous decrease of anisotropy field, the
temperature dependence of coercivity is the competitive result of the temperature dependences of microstructure parameter ␣ex共T兲 and anisotropy field Ha共T兲. To investigate the
influence of temperature on ␣ex共T兲 quantitatively, Fig. 5
gives the temperature dependence of remanence ratio mr共
=Jr / Js兲 of the Sm共Co, Fe, Cu, Zr兲z magnets. Generally, the

FIG. 5. The temperature dependence of mr of the Sm共Co, Fe, Cu, Zr兲z
magnets.

larger mr means the stronger IGEC in a material. As shown
in Fig. 5, mr is far larger than the Stoner–Wohlfarth theoretical value of one-half at low temperature,21 while decreases
dramatically near T1:5
c in all samples. This proves that IGEC
decreases quickly at temperatures near T1:5
c . Thus, ␣ex increases fast due to the sharp drop of IGEC. If the magnitude
of the increase in ␣ex共T兲 is faster than of the decrease in
Ha共T兲, the anomalous Hc共T兲 may be obtained. Furthermore,
according to the mr ⬃ T relations presented in Fig. 5, ␣ex
increases slower for the sample with larger z value. This is
the reason that the anomalous Hc共T兲 tends to disappear with
increasing z value.
In summary, the coercivity mechanism of the
precipitation-hardened Sm共Co, Fe, Cu, Zr兲z magnets has been
found to vary with temperature. The magnetization reversal
is mainly controlled by domain-wall pinning when T
艋 800 K, while the reversal is mainly dominated by nucleation at T ⬎ 800 K. It is interesting to find that Hc共T兲 of the
precipitation-hardened magnets is the competitive result of
the temperature dependences of IGEC and anisotropy field.
The fast drop of IGEC at the temperature near T1:5
c leads to
the fast increase of ␣ex and the anomalous Hc共T兲. Since ␣ex
increases slower for the sample with larger z value, the
anomalous Hc共T兲 tends to disappear with increasing z value.
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